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JUST TWELVE SHORT YEARS FROM NOW A NEW CENTURY WILL COMMENCE. THOUGH WE MAY NOT BE ABLE TO PREDICT A GREAT DEAL ABOUT HOW WE WILL LIVE THEN WE DO KNOW OF AT LEAST THREE FACTORS THAT WILL INFLUENCE LIFE IN THE 21ST CENTURY — DRAMATIC SHIFTS IN THE DEMOGRAPHIC COMPOSITION OF OUR NATION, THE AGING OF OUR POPULATION AND THE SPIRIT OF VOLUNTEERISM THAT IS DEVELOPING IN THE ELDERLY COMMUNITY.

STATISTICIANS, DEMOGRAPHICISTS, SOCIOLOGISTS AND THE MEDIA ARE PREDICTING AN HISTORICALLY UNPRECEDENTED POPULATION EXPLOSION OF ELDERLY PERSONS. BY THE YEAR 2025, IT HAS BEEN PROJECTED THAT THE PROPORTION OF ELDERLY PEOPLE IN THE POPULATION WILL BE ABOUT 17 PERCENT. RECENTLY, THE ALLIANCE FOR AGING RESEARCH FORECAST THAT THE "BABY BOOM" GENERATION WOULD BE THE HEALTHIEST AND THE LONGEST-LIVED GENERATION IN HISTORY BECAUSE OF EXPECTED MEDICAL ADVANCES IN GERONTOLOGY.

BUT KNOWLEDGE OF POPULATION SHIFTS ALONE DOES NOT RECOGNIZE THE UNIQUE CHARACTER OF THE ELDERLY. FIRST, IT IS IMPORTANT TO REALIZE THAT THE ELDERLY ARE THE MOST HETEROGENEOUS SEGMENT OF THE POPULATION CHARACTERIZED BY SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS, DIVERSITIES, DISTINCT PERSONALITIES, ASPIRATIONS AND OBJECTIVES. EXPERTS IN THE FIELD OF AGING HAVE HAD DIFFICULTY IN CATEGORIZING OLDER AMERICANS BY PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OR IN MAKING DISTINCTIONS SUCH AS BETWEEN THE YOUNG ELDERLY, MIDDLE-AGED ELDERLY, OR THE OLD AND THE FRAIL ELDERLY. OLDER AMERICANS DEFY DEFINITIONS NOW AND WILL CONTINUE TO DO SO WHEN THE "BABY BOOMERS" REACH THEIR ADVANCED YEARS.

SECONDLY, AGING IS NOT A CONTAGIOUS DISEASE, BUT A GRADUAL SLOWING DOWN PROCESS, A DYNAMIC PROCESS ENCOMPASSING COMPLEX BODILY CHANGES, A REDEFINITION OF SOCIAL IDENTITIES AND AN ADJUSTMENT IN PSYCHOLOGICAL FUNCTION. CHRONOLOGICAL AGE HAS LITTLE MEANING, ALTHOUGH IT DOES SERVE AS A CONVENIENT INDICATOR, NOT ONLY OF PSYCHOLOGICAL CHANGE, BUT OF SOCIAL STATUS AS WELL.

THIRDLY, ALTHOUGH FINANCIAL SECURITY IS PARAMOUNT FOR A STRESS-FREE RETIREMENT AND REQUIRES PRE-RETIREMENT PLANNING, THERE ARE OTHER FACTORS OF THE RETIREMENT STATE THAT SHOULD RECEIVE SPECIAL CONSIDERATION. IN SOME INSTANCES, RETIREMENT CAN PRODUCE AN IDENTITY CRISIS. THIS IS TRUE WHEN A PERSON'S OCCUPATION BECOMES OBSOLETE OR WHEN A PERSON'S PROFESSION, WORK, OR VOCATION IS CLOSELY ASSOCIATED WITH HIS PERSONALITY. UNFORTUNATELY, THERE IS NOT NOW, NOR DOES THERE APPEAR TO BE IN THE IMMEDIATE FUTURE, A BLUEPRINT THAT A RETIREE CAN STUDY. WITHOUT ANY PSYCHOLOGICAL ADJUSTMENT PREPARATION, PEOPLE TEND TO DRIFT. IN SOME INSTANCES, THEY SUCCEMB TO STAGNATION AND BECOME HOLLOW PERSONS. ON THE OTHER HAND, MANY ELDERLY CITIZENS HAVE FOUND THAT LUNCHES, POKER, BRIDGE, GOLF, FISHING AND TRAVELS ARE NOT ENOUGH TO KEEP THEM INTELLECTUALLY ALIVE AND IN THE MAINSTREAM OF LIFE.

ALEXIS DE TOCQUEVILLE, THE ENGLISH POLITICAL SCIENTIST, AFTER HIS VISIT TO THE UNITED STATES IN 1832 WROTE IN HIS BOOK DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA, "I AM PERSUADED," HE OBSERVED OF AMERICA, "THAT THE COLLECTIVE STRENGTHS OF THE CITIZENS WILL ALWAYS CONDUCE MORE EFFICACIOUSLY TO THE PUBLIC WELFARE THAN THE AUTHORITY OF GOVERNMENT." THIS ASTUTE OBSERVATION INDICATES THAT AMERICA WAS NOT EXCLUSIVELY A REPUBLIC OF POLITICAL POWER, BUT A VAST REPUBLIC OF VOLUNTARY VALUES AND ACTIONS THAT REPRESENT OUR REAL GREATNESS. HE ALSO NOTED A TENDENCY OF AMERICANS TO UNITE WITH THEIR FELLOWS IN ORGANIZATIONS FOR A VARIETY OF PURPOSES, SUCH AS PROFESSIONS, COMMON INTEREST, RELIGIOUS DENOMINATIONS, AND FOR MUTUAL ADVANTAGES.

THE WILLINGNESS OF THE ELDERLY TO SERVE COULD BE USED AS A NEW APPROACH TO BOTH OLD AND NEW PROBLEMS. IT HAS BEEN ESTIMATED BY A LOUIS HARRIS ASSOCIATES SURVEY THAT VOLUNTEERISM WOULD BE INCREASED BY 10 PERCENT IF MORE INFORMATION AND SUPPORT WERE AVAILABLE. AT PRESENT, THERE IS A SHORTAGE OF VOLUNTEERS, PARTICULARLY AMONG WOMEN BETWEEN THE AGES OF 25 TO 65. OBVIOUSLY, SOME OF THIS IS DUE TO THE EXTRAORDINARY INCREASE OF WOMEN IN THE WORK FORCE, THE ABOLITION OF MANDATORY RETIREMENT IN MANY INDUSTRIES AND PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, FLEXIBLE WORKING HOURS, AND PART-TIME RETIREMENT. THE TENOR OF VOLUNTEER WORK SPECIFICALLY FOR WOMEN HAS CHANGED DRAMATICALLY, BUT REQUIRES A GREAT AMOUNT OF TIME, DEDICATION, SINCERITY, AND A VARIETY OF MARKETABLE ABILITIES.

IT IS USUAL FOR MANY SENIORS TO BELONG TO MORE THAN ONE ELDERLY ORGANIZATION, ONE THAT IS CLOSELY ALLIED TO THEIR PREVIOUS OCCUPATION OR PROFESSION, AND ONE THAT IS MORE GENERAL IN NATURE.

THE FOLLOWING ABRIDGED LIST OF OLDER CITIZENS' ORGANIZATIONS WITH THEIR BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS WERE CHOSEN AS EXAMPLES OF THE VARIETIES AND DIFFERENCES THAT EXIST AMONG THESE ORGANIZATIONS:

OWL (THE OLDER WOMEN'S LEAGUE) — WORKS THROUGH ITS LOCAL CHAPTERS TO BRING ABOUT BETTER LIVES FOR OLDER WOMEN "BY EFFECTING CHANGE IN PUBLIC POLICY THROUGH THE EDUCATION OF OWL MEMBERS AND POLICY MAKERS AT ALL LEVELS TO BENEFIT THE DEVELOPING CREATIVE NEW FORMS OF SELF-HELP, BY CHANGING THE IMAGE OF OLDER WOMEN FROM PITYABLE AND POWERLESS TO PROUD, SELF-DIRECTED AND STRONG."

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED FEDERAL EMPLOYEES — WORKS THROUGH
local chapters to "protect the interests of all persons qualified under the Federal Government's Civil Service Retirement and Disability System." This organization has group insurance including health, accident, life, fire, homeowners, and automobile, and is available to its members.

The National Alliance of Senior Citizens — works through regional and state groups. The NASC brings together, "persons advocating the advancement of senior Americans through sound fiscal policy and through belief in the American system of individuality and personal freedom. Purpose is to inform the membership and the American public on the needs of senior citizens and of the programs and policies being carried out by the government and other specified groups."

The Silver-Haired Legislature — state organizations. The program goals are to "provide an educational advocacy program for seniors to become more aware of the legislative process, lobbying, community organizations and to encourage additional participation for senior leaders." Twenty-four states now have Silver-Haired Legislatures. In Massachusetts, any person over the age of 60 who is a registered voter and is a resident of the district he/she will represent is eligible to be a candidate for the Silver Haired Legislature. Elections are held every year, the tenure of office is for two years and elected members may run for re-election to succeed themselves.

American Association of Retired Persons (AARP/NRTA) — The goals of this organization were set forth by Dr. Ethel Percy Andrus in 1958: "To enhance the quality of life for older persons; to lead in determining the role and place of older persons in society; and to improve the image of aging." 27 million people divided by regions, chapters, and units comprise the membership. Membership is available to anyone 50 or over.

Big is not necessarily better, but as a result of the phenomenal growth of AARP, there are innumerable membership services and programs for which one may volunteer: consumer affairs, criminal justice, health advocacy services, housing institute of life long learning, inter-generational activities, reminiscences, tax aide, traffic and driver safety, and widowed persons' service. Each year, they have priority programs, such as a health care campaign, minority affairs initiative, women's initiative, and worker's equity.

AARP's media service includes the magazine, Modern Maturity, a Public Broadcasting television show, radio programs and newspaper column in major cities. They have a National Legislative Network which is involved in current national issues each as social security, deficit reduction, tax reforms, and medicine. There are also volunteer State Legislative Committees in each state which concentrate on such issues as health care cost containment, teacher and state employees pension coverage, and consumer rights.

In spite of the almost overwhelming number of pragmatic programs, AARP has not ignored the mystery of man nor relegated him to human engineers or technocrats. Man's search for meaning, his inherent desire for wholeness, and his many dimensions are recognized by the organization's Inter-religious Liaison. The National Interfaith Coalition on Aging refers to this aspect of man, "as spiritual well being is the affirmation of life."

In 1985, John Denning, President of AARP, and the leadership conceived a program which they called New Roles in Society (Aging in the 21st Century). Briefly, the mission of this program is: "(to) respond to needs of all generations, to explore in a systematic way what the future holds for us, to identify trends, to take action that will help us to achieve a better society for all generations." Its major goals are delineated as follows: "to develop forecasts of changing conditions in the future which will influence the quality of American life to promote expanded
opportunities for involvement of older persons in all spheres of life; and to promote options for people to pursue a wide range of activities."

For example, following through on the AARP program, it might be well to have the many non-profit organizations in each community form a consortium to examine the roles in which the elderly can serve as volunteers. Additional benefits of such a consortium would not only be the prevention of the many duplications of service, but a check on the proper utilization of elderly talents. Local governments should actively recruit older people for their volunteer town and city boards and committees. Personnel boards should be mandated to keep a list of eligible part-time workers available for the inevitable busy times of year. The Massachusetts General Court made a tremendous step in this direction when it passed Senate Bill 1728 in 1987 which provides for "the chairman of the county commissioners to appoint a senior citizen in his/her county to serve as an associate commissioner for affairs concerning the elderly. The associate commissioner shall have no powers or authority in the county government, but will advise the county commissioners on affairs of the elderly and act as an ombudsman for senior citizens and elder agencies located within the county."

All levels of government need to reassess their elderly programs starting with the re-evaluation of the federal government's outsized, complicated categorical programs, which are wasteful and inefficient. The public is now aware of the number of ineligible people being served, the duplication of services and unnecessary funds that are appropriated. The reviewing should include all policies pertaining to women, to correct the inequities that now exist in Social Security, insurance, child care, and employment opportunities.

The older generation, their life-styles, contributions, and capabilities should be evaluated so that they will be properly appreciated as a continuing and untapped resource. As a result, they can be kept in the mainstream of life by offering significant and needed help to all facets of society, but particularly to young people who are going through difficult periods of their lives, periods that the older person has survived. With the exception of an addiction to hard drugs, there is no problem that the older generation has not experienced. Thus, the life experiences, skills, talents, and cumulative knowledge of the graying population can be utilized to transmit the best of our culture.

No doubt there will be many institutions, associations, and organizations that will offer ideal opportunities to this older population who not only wish to stay in the mainstream of life, but would hope to participate in the exciting if dubious future. At the moment, however, AARP seems to be the elderly association striving to comprehend these critical issues, analyze them with an intergenerational approach, and act as a catalyst for remediation.
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